
Reactions  from  AAA eNewsbrief 8 March 2022 - International Women’s 

Day 

1-  Melanie and members, SI Tokyo-Shinjuku 
Dear Ruth, 
A very happy and special International Women’s Day to all the women and men of the world!! 
Indeed, with each person’s unique nature, gifts and contributions combined, a dynamic equality, 
freedom and energy within each life and community are created. 
 
Thank you so much for the clear and inspired descriptions of equalized are  and solidarity in this 
March AAA eNewsbrief. As Einstein stated, each person is ‘a genius’, not bringing sameness but 
uniqueness, and, as you say, the members of each society should unite their talents and potential 
to exemplify what is best about it, ‘pooling individual strengths to boost up the whole’. 
 
I was moved by your mention and photos of some great women who have contributed to our 
understanding of what women can be and achieve in this world, and I hope you will count yourself 
among them. Thank you, Ruth—keep well and safe always. 
 
Melanie and members, 
SI Tokyo-Shinjuku 

2- Laraine Lippe,  Chairperson  AAA  Board of Directors 

Dear Ruth, 
A wonderful Newsletter...and I agree with Herta, the explanation of the concept of equality is so 
clear, so SANE!!!!!  Thank you! 
Laraine 

  

3- Dr. Mag. Herta P. Kaschitz – Wuestenhagen, AAA  Representative in Vienna 

Never have I seen the concept of "equality" explained better than in this 
NewsBrief. Congratulations, my dearest Ruth!! 

 

4- Anne Gregory, AAA  Board member and Representative  at  UN Women 

Thank you for the inspirational news letter celebrating International Women’s Day and diving into 
the meaning of EQUALITY!  
 

I share this photo from March 8, 2018 during the AAA meeting. To this day, I am impressed by the 
thoughtful presentations and discussions that followed. Clearly, these young people — girls and 
now boys, too — are learning firsthand about what equality means.  
Bravo!  

                                                             


